System modelling is an important subject in engineering, both from a research point of view and from a practical perspective. Models have an important role in several intelligent systems and, as it is observed from the research developed in the last years, fuzzy logic is relevant to this topic. This is mainly due to the expressiveness of fuzzy logic thatpermits the treatment of some kinds of uncertainty largely present in real systems. Also, the $-then rule mechanism is easy to manipulate and, in a certain extent, domain independent. A modelling procedure must produce good models in an effective way. This is the main concem of this papel:
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Since its introduction in 1965 by Lofti Zadeh[ 1-51, fuzzy logic has conquered a great importance in engineering. This is partly due to the growing number of researchers in the area who have produced interesting results and in the industry whose commitment has created an important market of fuzzy logic based products [lo] . Fuzzy approaches continue to get a considerable part of the work produced so far devoted to control applications. Moreover, as the development of fuzzy logic controllers gets more grounded, other related areas are evolving quickly. This is the case of fuzzy modelling which, by the way of hybrid approaches based on fuzzy logic, neural networks and genetic algorithms [ 3 ] , have produced important contributions. Hybrid approaches now allow the development of models whose quality is excellent [7] . In spite of this relative importance, they tend to be difficult to apply to practical situations because of memory and computation time they require.
In this paper it is proposed a modelling approach that
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1. It is constructive in the sense that there are no search andor backtracking procedures.
2.
It is conservative about memory requirements.
3. Because of the last two properties and depending on the characteristics of the system to be modelled and the computer supporting the algorithm, it is very fast in producing the model. 4 . It belongs to the class of model free modelling.
Given a set of observations over the inputs and outputs of the system, the proposed modelling approach is composed by the following steps: i) A clustering algorithm (Fuzzy ISODATA) calculates the prototypes of the membership functions with respect to the input and output fuzzy variables. ii) From the resulting partition matrices and for each possible rule a value that is proportional to the importance or relevance of the rule with respect to the others is determined. iii) Since all rules are at first eligible to belong to the model, it is natural to submit them to a process that eliminates those showing little relevance and rejects the ones that are contradictory.
Let X and Y represent the system inputs and outputs, respectively; X = (2, : i = I , ...,PI, Y = {yi : i = 1, ..., q } . Each signal is composed by a set of n samples ordered in time, belonging to a d-dimensional space; 2i = {zZ[j] E Rd : j = 1, ..., n}. For the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that q = 1 and d = 1. No special assumption is made about the system, except that it must be causal. 0-7803-3645-3/96 $5.0001996 IEEE
Fuzzy ISODATA
The fuzzy ISODATA is a well known clustering algorithm [16] . Stated simply, given a set of crisp data; z = { zi E Rd : i = 1, ..., n } and the number of classes (c E Nt) one wishes the data to be separated into, the algorithm outputs the class centres ci : i = l , ...) c and the respective partition matrix U ( c , p) (see equation I), where pij denotes the grade of membership of the sample zj with respect to the membership function whose prototype is represented by ca. The fuzzy ISODATA allows: i) to control the elasticity of the class centre calculation, ii) to control the granularity of the vague concepts an expert might recognise in the data and iii) to transpose the observed crisp data to the linguistic or fuzzy representation. c, 1 /1;1 ' * . However, the fuzzy ISODATA algorithm has a limitation, both from a performance point of view and an intuitive perspective, which respects the coming up of non convex membership functions whose shape is hard to justify in certain applications.
To avoid such kind of shortcoming, a new membership function allowing control over the area under the function was introduced (equations (2), (3) and (4)):
The symbol ?& : i = 1 ) . . 
RULE RELEVANCE
Since it is usual to choose 3, 5 or 7 fuzzy terms per variable in the synthesis of fuzzy logic controllers, there is no difficulty in giving an initial value to the constant c (representing the number of fuzzy classes) per variable. The application of the fuzzy ISODATA algorithm to each of the p + 1 signals with its awn c generates p + 1 matrices of the form given by expression (l), each one related to a variable described in its own universe of discourse.
Now it is assumed that the order of the system is r and the model will be constituted by a set of rules whose form is:
where zij denotes the j t h Suzzy term of the set of c, terms belonging to the ith input variable and xi[tr] represents the value of the ith input variable observed in the tr time instant.
Since it is assumed that (i) there arep inputs and q outputs, (ii) each variable is described by ci : i = 1, ..., p (for the case of the inputs) or i = 1 . . . , q (for the outputs) fuzzy terms and (iii) the system has order r, then the total number of rules that are eligible to belong to the model is given by,
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The relevance value of a generic rule R is determined by, where 2, represents the value of the jth membership function of the ith variable taken in the t -T time instant.
Stated informally, the term inside the summation multiplies the grade of membership of the predicates present in the rule form presented above as a way to evaluate the relevance of a particular rule (in some time instant) to belong to the model. On the other hand, the summation in equation (7) expresses the consideration of all the n samples of data; resembling a window that moves from the first sample to the last one, i.e., the total relevance equals the sum of the local relevance. The operator x could be seen as an aggregation operator and its choice is justified because it is compensatory [16] , as opposed to the min operator which is not. In the several experiments performed during the development of this modelling algorithm, this proved to be a good choice. Additionally, the operator x is as efficient as the min. As a matter of fact, some of the microcontrollers commercially available have this operation in its instruction set [5] .
Filtering

Local Decisions
When the product term inside expression (7) is evaluated for some time instant and for all eligible rules, it is natural that some rules show relevance values that are too small (according to some criterion) to be taken into account (summed). In this modelling approach, the decision criterion is expressed by athreshold L (OIL < 1) that constitutes a good way to control the number of rules one finds to be relevant. For instance, if L = 0, then all the values will contribute to the calculation of the total relevance of each rule, i.e., each justification (rule) for the observed behaviour is important. On the other hand, if L = 0.7, for example, it is possible that only a rule will get its relevance value accumulated, i.e., there is only a pair cause-effect that has the major importance on the behaviour present in that time interval. If there are no rules whose values are bigger than 0.7, than it is possible to accept that there are no relevant justifications (rules) for the observed behaviour. Consequently, the threshold value L controls the elasticity of the possible overall justification for some observed behaviour. The bigger (closer to one) the value for L , then the narrower (more rigid) is the set of the possible justifications, and the lesser the value for L, then the wider (more elastic) is that set. The choice of a concrete value is system dependent. Therefore, L must be identified for a concrete application. A possible automatic way to calculate L is by using L = l/(nT), that asserts that the value one (expressing the total justification power) is equally divided by all the existing rules (each possible justification).
Contradictory Rules
From a functional point of view, the value returned by the last step could be seen as a table relating patterns of behaviour (rules) with the corresponding amount of relevance or importance. It could happen that this table contains sets of rules that are contradictory, i.e., rules characterised by the same antecedent but with a different consequent. It is natural (although not compulsory) to submit those sets to a decision criterion that rejects all rules except one (because the model should be consistent). From the characteristics of the above mentioned table the criterion to take into consideration is to choose the most relevant rulea natural decision.
It should be noted that the last two steps are discarding information about the system. This means that this modelling approach will not guarantee a null error between the inferred data and the real data, i.e., the model will not be perfect.
The application of the above stated steps produces the model in the form of a set of linguistic rules (if-then).
Fuzzy Operators
For the purpose of evaluating the produced model or because this modelling approach could be embedded in some practical application, for instance, as a monitoring level in an expert system, it is now necessary to build a fuzzy logic controller whose operators must be apriori established. The knowledge base of such a fuzzy logic controller will be the model found. In this section the choices made are presented and justified.
Fuzzification. This process is carried out through the fuzzy singleton [13]. This is a convenient choice because it is widely used and simple to implement.
Aggregation. The aggregation operator used is the operator x , because it is compensatory, efficient and easy to implement.
Composition. It is used the operator + [12] , which is compensatory with respect to the widely used operator max which is not. The intuitive argument beyond this operator is that the total believe about some evidence is proportional to the sum of every partial evidence in that direction. In this case the height defuzzification [2] is used because it is efficient and simple to implement. For the most part of the experiments carried out, this method has proved to be slightly better when compared to the centre-of-area.
Defuzzification.
Performance Index
For the purpose of comparing this modelling approach with others, the performance index chosen is the meansquare-error -MSE.
Crisp-Fuzzy-Crisp Conversions
Consider the data of the gas furnace presented in [l] including 296 observations over the quantity of gas injected on the furnaceinput of the system, and the amount of CO2 inside the furnaceoutput of the system. The data is drawn in Figure 2 . 
Figure 2. The input and the output of the system
This set of data will be used for testing the modelling algorithm. However there is one more step that must be explained. Before that, one of the signals (for instance the output) will be used in the following experience: apply the fuzzy ISODATA algorithm to the data with c = 5 and then apply the defuzzification operator to the resulting partition matrix. The comparison between the real signal and the signal submitted to the above stated steps is outlined in Figure 3 . 
The real signal compared with the one submitted to the conversions crisp-fuzzycrisp
As can be seen, the conversions crisp-to-fuzzy and fuzzyto-crisp are not "transparent", i.e., the signals are not the same. In fact, the mean-square-error (MSE) equals to 0.172. This is so because the fuzzy ISODATA algorithm does not assign class prototypes to the minimum and maximum values of the observed universle of discourse. Specifically, let ym and YM denote the minimum and maximum values of the signal ythe output of the system, respectively. The classes centre as determined by tht: fuzzy ISODATA will be such that ym < and 7, denotes the centres of the class farthest to the left and the class farthest to the right. Then those points belonging to the intervals [ym ,711 and [Ye , y~] willl be classified (defuzzified) only in terms of and Fe respectively, i.e., the fuzzy ISODATA imposes approximation errors. To circumvent this limitation two more classes are introduced: one at ym and the other at YM, which corresponds to the fuzzy terms minimum and maximum, from a1 linguistic point of view. With this simple procedure the conversions crisp-fuzzy-crisp are "transparent".
Applications
Gas Furnace
The algorithm is now applied to the gas furnace data. The model will be based on rules whose form is "if u [ t ] is Vi and y[t] is Yj., then y[t + 11 is Y k ,I' where the symbols U and Y refers to the membership functions of the variables U (the input) and y (the output), respectively. Each variable is described by seven membership functions, i.e., i , j , k = { 1,2,3,4,5,6,7}, where five of them are determined by the fuzzy ISODATA and the other two are rigidly set at the extremes of the universes of discourse. In this experiment it is used a = 2 and L = l/n, = 1/(7 x 7 x 7). The resulting model is constituted by 38 rules. The comparison between the real data and the data inferred by the model is drawn in Figure 4 . The corresponding MSE is 0.439. The following experience uses the first 80% of the real data as the training set and the remaining 20% as the test set. In this way, the performance of the algorithm can be evaluated in a prediction application. The algorithm is applied with the same parameter values and the same rule type as before. The comparison between both signals can be observed in Figure 5 . The corresponding MSE is 0.622. Consider the data extracted from [ 11 that reflects the passenger demand over some airline company in the USA during the period from January of 1949 to December of 1960. This data is depicted in Figure 7 .
As it can be seen, this set of data shows interesting properties from a prediction point of view, since there are tendency and periodicity patterns, as it can be seen in Figure 6 data and the data inferred by the model can be observed in Figure 7 . loo This is due to the fact that the universe of discourse has not an upper bound. So, this algorithm will show difficulties in modelling behaviours outside the last sample, because they are not present in the calculation of the class centres and did not contribute to the fuzzy term elicitation. This problem can be avoided if it is applied a transformation to the data; one that filters the trend. This can be done through the application of the following equation, -Inferred then x [ t + 13 is C, ," where i, j , k , s = 1, . . . ,7. It is assumed that a = 2 and L = l/n,. The comparison between the real The quality of the results are not very good. ..., 4) for the case of outputs Pictorially, the effect of such a transformation is depicted in Figure 8 
Conclusions
A new application to the transformed data with the same parameter values gives the results depicted in Figure 9 . Note that the improvement over the experiment with the original data is considerable acceptable. 700 T 0 -I
Figure 9. Comparison between the real data and the data inferred by the model
In the last experiment the first 11 years are used as the training set and the last year as the test set. The parameter formulation is the same as before. The results can be observed in Figure 10 . Note that, by observing Figure 6 , it is possible to realize that the year of 1960 is one of the few that show some peculiarities making it a little different from the rest. So, in a sense, the predicted results in Figure 10 are expected and normal. This is the kind of situation that make predictions quite difficult.
In this paper, it is introduced amodelling procedure based on ifthen rules, with one major concern in mind-it must be constructive as a base to be applicable to a wide spectrum of real systems. As constructivle it is meant not to be built over any kind of search with or without backtracking. This main objective was achieved in part. Depending on the form of the rules, i.e., the number of fuzzy variables considered, the granularity of the knowledge about the fuzzy variables and the order of the model, which are consequently dependent of the system characteristics, the amount of computer space and computer time to maintain such a modelling procedure could be very expensive. However, for the systems experimented, this was found to be not too restrictive. When compared with other proposals in the field [9] , [ll], [14] , this algorithm is not the best with respects to precision, specially when compared with the new class of hybrid algorithms [8] , [4] , [7] . However, as has been said before, these approaches tend to be very demanding with respects to computer resources consumption.
